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Abstract

The recent renaissance of Internet routing research (see [5,
6, 21, 30] for a sampling of the recent literature) has produced a bevy of new designs that alleviate one or more of the
problems plaguing current routing protocols [21, 31]. In this
paper we do not propose a particular new routing protocol
but instead address the structure of routing. Currently, routing is limited to the default route offered by the infrastructure.
Here we argue that to offer more routing flexibility to flows
without sacrificing scalability, customized routing should be
offered as a service by third-party providers. This approach
would enable routing to constantly evolve to meet new application and performance requirements as they arise, without
requiring the global adoption of a new routing protocol.
By customized routing, we mean that the routing requirements are idiosyncratic to individual flows, and may consider
particular policy constraints or unusual routing metrics (not
just QoS parameters1) or some combination thereof. Our goal
is to provide customized routing as a way of enhancing Internet routing, not replacing it.
There has long been a tension between flexibility and scalability in routing algorithms. The one-size-fits-all approach
of current routing is scalable because the overhead of route
computation is amortized across all flows. While this approach is generally adequate, there have been recurrent efforts
to allow end users to tailor their routes to better meet their
performance and policy requirements. These efforts at customized routing, which were intended to augment rather than
replace default routing, scaled poorly because typically the
route computation was done separately for each flow. Source
routing is the canonical example where individual sources
independently explored potential routes. Thus, while source
routing can accommodate specialized needs, it does not provide a scalable routing alternative for any sizable fraction of
Internet traffic.
In this paper we seek to achieve both scalability and flexibility. We do so by leveraging two recent trends in routing re-

search. The first is that of overlays. Work such as Detour [26],
RON [3], and others have shown that one need not control every router in order to have a substantial impact on the routes
packets take; controlling a much smaller set of overlay nodes
is sufficient for meeting many routing goals. Overlays are not
a solution to customized routing, because overlays typically
offer a single default route instead of catering to flows’ individual needs. Thus, while overlays can better the Internet’s
routing algorithm along one or more dimensions, such as performance [26] or responsiveness [3], they are not the solution
to our problem. Instead, we use overlays coupled with extensible routing, rather than embedded routing, to provide the
desired customization.
Making routing extensible relies on the second trend,
which is to separate the computation of routes from the actual forwarding actions that implement those routes [14]. Forwarding, in which a router consults a routing table to choose
an outgoing interface for a given packet, obviously must occur on the router itself. However, there is no inherent reason why the computation of the routing table must also occur
on the router; the routing table could be computed elsewhere
and transmitted to the router. For example, an ISP or enterprise could perform centralized route computation and distribute them to all routers in their domain. The recent RCP
proposal [14] makes an eloquent case for this physical separation, describing a basic design and the associated challenges
of such an approach.
Here we extend the separation to make routing and forwarding not only physically separate but also logically separate. That is, the route computations need not be performed
by the same organization that operates the routers. In particular, we advocate that the route computations be performed
by third parties (which we call Routing Service Providers, or
RSPs) that are outside the routing infrastructure. Thus, our
proposal is simply that customized routing be provided as a
service. Our main point here is that routing be logically separated from forwarding; an ISP can also provide RSP service
much like an ISP provides email service today in the Internet
(though they are logically separate).
The Routing as Service (RAS) approach allows for both
scalability2 and flexibility. The fact that routes are provided
by services allows the sharing of route exploration overhead
between all customers of that service, making RAS scalable.
The fact that these services are deployed by third-parties
means that the route computation is not part of the fixed infrastructure but instead is provided by a diverse and competitive market. The route choices can thus be many in number

1 Proposals for computing a few different paths based on different routing
metrics, such as maximizing bandwidth, are merely limited extensions of
default routing rather than truly customized routing.

2 Here, we only try to argue qualitatively that our architecture allows for
scalability; as we note later developing scalable mechanisms for particular
sub-issues is still a daunting challenge.

Typically routing is either scalable but inflexible, such as
current Internet routing, or flexible but unscalable, such as
source routing with with per-flow route discovery. In this paper we argue that to achieve both flexibility and scalability,
customized routing should be offered as a service by thirdparty providers. The logical separation of routing from forwarding allows different route selection mechanisms to coexist and to evolve over time as routing requirements change.

1 Introduction
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and varied in nature, and can change over time as different
requirements emerge. In this way, route computation can become a flexible and evolvable tussle space [11] where multiple RSPs can safely compete without endangering the stability of the core infrastructure.
But route computation is only half the story. To implement
these routes, they must be installed in routers willing to accept them. We imagine that there is a coherent forwarding
infrastructure (FI) that accepts computed routes. We envision
an FI that is an overlay on the underlying Internet. We discuss
later why ISPs might be willing to create such an FI, but we
acknowledge that this will be a major hurdle to overcome.
The RAS approach has other challenges and disadvantages. Using RAS incurs extra overhead and perhaps expense.
Moreover, it isn’t clear that these explicitly constructed routes
can be very robust during network stress. However, flows can
always resort to default routing if the customized route isn’t
adequate; thus, there is a lower bound on how badly flows can
suffer under RAS. We explore the challenges with the RAS
approach in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we describe a prototype implementation of a FI along with a simple distributed
RSP that addresses some of the challenges.
The goal of the RAS approach is to scalably support customized routing. While we believe this is an important goal,
we also believe it is relevant only to a small fraction of Internet traffic. We assume that most flows will be adequately
served by the Internet’s default routing. However, we imagine
that there are now, and will continue to be, flows that for one
reason or another (e.g., higher reliability, better per-packet
quality of service, policy constraints, etc.) desire customized
routes. The key assumption we make is that this population is
large enough so that unscalable methods like source routing
aren’t viable; we don’t assume, nor does the RAS approach
require, that this population comprises the bulk of Internet
traffic. Thus, the role of RSPs is not to displace basic Internet
routing, but to enhance it. It is crucial that default routes will
still be implemented by the infrastructure; only flows requiring specialized routes will use an RSP.

Figure 1: The main components of the RAS architecture: the
forwarding infrastructure (FI), one or more routing service
providers (RSPs), and end-hosts.
derlying default routing protocol. Furthermore, these nodes
export a forwarding primitive that allows computed paths to
be used. This primitive could be as simple as accepting source
routes [25], in which no state is kept in the FI and all routes
are carried in the packets. Alternatively, the primitive could
be an explicit route establishment interface (e.g., MPLS tunnels [24]) and, in this case, the route is stored inside the FI.3
Route computation is provided by third-party entities
(RSPs), using network information gathered from the FI. This
network information may be provided by the FI itself based
on internal measurements, or the product of external measurements conducted by the RSPs (either individually or jointly).
End-hosts that desire special routing query the appropriate
RSPs to obtain paths with the desired characteristics.4 The
RSP returns a path (a sequence of FI nodes) and the end-host
then uses this path for forwarding packets along the FI. Flows
that do not require special routing simply use the default Internet routing. We thus think that the bandwidth that the ISPs
allocate to the virtual links of the forwarding infrastructure
will be a fraction of the total bandwidth of the physical links.
It is an open question how the inter-domain policies of the
ISPs would interact and influence the routing policies of the
FI. In the simplest scenario, a virtual link once established
in the FI can be used by any RSP for computing routes over
the FI. One could also envision a more complex system (such
as Platypus [23]) where only routes that conform to the ISP
policies are allowed to exist in the FI. In the rest of the paper, however, we assume that each RSP knows beforehand
the virtual links it can use for selecting the routes.

2 Overview and Challenges
In this section we first present the basic RAS architecture and
then discuss the challenges in realizing this architecture.

2.2 Challenges
While the basic RAS architecture seems simple, it is not without significant challenges. These challenges can be separated
into two categories: those that arise from the physical separation of forwarding from routing, and those that arise from
the logical separation. We now discuss each in turn. While
we have partial solutions (and directions) to some of these
challenges, addressing the rest forms our research agenda.

2.1 Overview
The basic architecture, as shown in Figure 1, consists of three
entities: the forwarding infrastructure (FI), a collection of
routing service providers (RSPs), and the population of endhosts. The FI can take many forms: it could be a set of specialized routers run by ISPs, or a set of commodity overlay
nodes operated either by the ISPs, or some other entity (e.g.,
PlanetLab). In order to be effective, FI nodes must be wellprovisioned, well-connected, and well-managed, but otherwise the RAS approach does not dictate the nature of the FI
nodes (except as specified below).
The FI nodes are interconnected to form a routing overlay
network. The virtual links of this overlay are logical unidirectional paths along which packets are forwarded via the un-

3 The reason why RAS employs an overlay, rather than just the native
routers, is the hurdle of implementing this forwarding primitive. Since controlling routing at a small subset of nodes appears to give very good routing
performance [26], given default routing in between those nodes, we choose
to implement the forwarding primitive at a reduced set of nodes.
4 Defining a flexible querying API (which need not be uniform across all
RSPs) will be an important enabler of RAS, but we don’t address that issue
in this paper.
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2.2.1 Physical Separation

why or where the path failed, but it can detect degraded performance). Upon detection, the source can resort to default
routing, send another request to the RSP, or even proactively
setup backup paths in the FI.
However, it isn’t clear what should happen if the flow
doesn’t have end-to-end feedback (such as in some large multicast flows). If the RSP gets information indicating that a link
has seriously degraded, it might alert the sources using paths
traversing the degraded link, but an RSP doesn’t know how
long flows will stay active so it isn’t clear who the RSP should
contact. It appears that flows using customized routes should
either do their own end-to-end performance checking, or be
prepared for undetected outages.
The rate at which measurements are updated is the limiting factor in providing routes with currently adequate performance. If there are portions of the network that are extremely
flaky, where the performance regularly changes on time scales
shorter than the measurement interval, RSPs could either
avoid such areas or indicate, when returning a path, that their
confidence in the path is low.

The physical separation between routing and forwarding was
discussed in [14], which addressed the problem in the context
of computing default routes for a medium scale network (ISP
or large enterprise). Here we address a much larger network
and, more importantly, are concerned with customized routes
rather than default routes. Thus, we focus on a somewhat (but
not completely) different set of challenges.
Scalability. The size of the Internet poses a daunting challenge to any RSP (though the fact that RAS uses an overlay,
and not the full set of native routers, reduces the size of the
problem). The actual computation of the route is relatively
tractable, but obtaining the information needed as input to
the computation is far more problematic. In order to make
informed route choices, an RSP needs an accurate network
map with reasonably up-to-date and accurate estimates of the
relevant network characteristics (such as connectivity information, delay, loss rate, bandwidth).
With only physical separation between routing and forwarding, the network infrastructure could take the necessary
measurements. However, at very large network scales, the
rate of incoming network information would overwhelm a
single RSP node. To fully scale, there must be a way to distribute the route computation, so that each node need only
maintain a map of a workable portion of the network. We discuss such an approach in the following section.
The other aspect of scaling is the number of flows requesting routes. Separate route requests are parallelizable and
hence can be handled by replicating the RSP nodes (and by
having multiple RSPs).
Of course, there are many tricks one might use to accommodate scale, such as caching recent route computations,
adaptive measurement dissemination (update measurement
information only when it has changed significantly), and incremental path computations, that we do not discuss here.
Route Insertion. The physical separation necessitates a
method for communicating a path to the network. Source
routing is one approach, and it has the benefit of not requiring
the network to store state. But source routing incurs significant per-packet overhead (both in bandwidth and in processing), and isn’t suitable for multicast.
The alternative is to install state in the network. The host
could either insert local forwarding state (like MPLS) at
each FI node along the path, or use a higher level stateestablishment protocol (like RSVP) to establish the state.
Note that while the host knows the entire path, the state installed in each FI node only describes the next-hop of the
flow’s packets. We assume that the combination of sourcedestination, and a flow identifier (if available) will be used to
identify the packets intended for this custom path. Installing
state in the network removes the per-packet overhead, and
handles single source multicast.
Robustness and Responsiveness. In cases where there is
end-to-end feedback about the state of the flow, the source is
probably in a better position than the network (or the RSP)
to determine if a path has failed (the source might not know

2.2.2 Logical Separation
The logical separation of routing and forwarding removes the
natural trust between the FI and the entity that computes the
route. It also removes the natural coordination between the
various entities computing the routes, because now there are
several competing route providers.
DoS Attacks. All mechanisms for route computation and
route insertion are driven by RSPs and end-hosts respectively.
Since both are untrusted (or partially trusted) entities, the FI
must protect itself from traffic attacks arising from malicious
route insertions. Simple cryptographic puzzles can protect the
FI nodes from state-based attacks [22, 13].
A malicious route insertion can create a loop (MPLS-like
state insertion algorithms are vulnerable to this, but source
routing is not), thereby consuming network resources until
the TTL has expired. Thus, the FI should be able to detect
loops, or only deal with RSPs that it trusts.5
While state insertion raises the possibility of traffic hijacking (whereby one host injects a route for another host’s traffic), a simple challenge-response can make sure that the request came from the appropriate source (or at least another
host on that subnet; the challenge can’t prevent a same-subnet
spoofing attack).
Traffic Engineering. The underlying ISPs carefully tune
their routing protocols to produce the desired traffic patterns.
However, the RSPs choose overlay routes to best serve their
customers, without regard to the wishes of the ISP. Moreover,
there can be many RSPs computing their routes in parallel
without any coordination. This could lead to wild traffic oscillations as RSPs individually react (and collectively overreact) to the latest traffic measurements. Since the RSPs are
only semi-trusted, the FI should also protect itself from RSPs
5 When the host inserts the path, it can do so with a path description digitally signed by the RSP, so that the FI nodes can be assured that the path
came from a trusted source.
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that maliciously select routes to cause congestion on selected
links. The impact that the decisions of the RSPs has on the
rest of the Internet can be reduced by the ISPs by restricting
the bandwidth devoted to the FI. Studying the interactions
between multiple, perhaps non-cooperating, RSPs forms an
important part of our future research.
Trust and Cooperation. There is (at least) one fundamental question that we have so far ducked: why would ISPs ever
participate in the forwarding infrastructure and give up some
control over routing? The fact is that currently overlays are a
thorn in the side of ISPs, both as a business competitor — they
reap profits that the ISPs would like for themselves — and as
a traffic source. Overlays make traffic engineering hard because they are large sources of traffic that can unpredictably
change en masse. ISPs currently have very little leverage over
overlays (such as Akamai), and the problems are likely to
worsen over time. This conflict of interests has been noted
by many, including [23].
RAS is a compromise between the interests of overlay
providers and ISPs. The ISPs, through their management of
the FI, can presumably recoup some of the profits that go to
the overlay operators. In return, the ISPs would make life
easier for overlay operators (or at least those that choose to
follow this path) by turning them into RSPs; they would no
longer have to manage the network, they would only have
to provide correct routes.6 Similarly, the ISPs might provide
good traffic measurements to the RSPs as a way of helping
them provide good service, since the ISPs recoup some of the
resulting revenue.

This simple primitive is limited to unicast and receiverdriven single-source multicast and, as such, is quite conventional. In order to gain experience with a more flexible
forwarding primitive (and to understand how much we can
stretch the generality of RAS), we also leveraged recent research in forwarding overlays and experimented with an infrastructure that allows end-hosts to insert delegates in the
path of packets. As observed in the proposal for a layered
naming architecture [4, 28] and in the  design [27], delegation allows a more general set of communication primitives,
including anycast, architecturally coherent middleboxes, and
service composition.
In particular, packets are not sent to the IP addresses of
the logical destination, but instead to that of an intermediary
who has been delegated to process the packet on behalf of
the destination; the intermediary may choose, as part of that
processing, to forward the packet to the end-point, or it might
drop it (in the case of a firewall), or it might send the packet
to other intermediaries (in the case of service composition).
In this architecture, both senders and receivers have control
over the path packets take along the infrastructure. We also
used the cryptographic operations proposed in [18] to protect
end-hosts (and the infrastructure) from DoS attacks such as
formation of loops.
The question of what the actual FI primitive should be is
still open; we however believe that experience gained with
deployed implementations will guide us in answering it.

3 Prototype Implementation

Infrastructure measurements. The FI nodes monitor the
performance of the virtual links, export this information to
RSPs. Currently, we monitor the delay, loss-rate and the available bandwidth of the virtual links. In an ISP deployment, the
FI nodes might export coarse forwarding rules that might indirectly reflect the preference or the policy constraints of the
ISPs. We also plan to investigate adaptive techniques for updating the network information in the future.
Indirect measurements. While we expect that direct measurements performed by the infrastructure would be preferred
due to efficiency considerations, we also have explored the alternative strategy of RSPs performing indirect measurements
over the FI (without additional help from the FI). Owing
to lack of space, we now give a brief outline of one simple example: an RSP node  measures the RTT between
two FI nodes   and  . To do so,
sends one packet
along the path     , and another along the path
   
can
   . The RTT between   and 
be computed as the difference between the RTTs of the packets sent along paths  and  . In a technical report [19],
we have presented (and evaluated) techniques for measuring some commonly used metrics (delay, loss rate and bandwidth) in more detail.

3.2 Monitoring the Network

The previous discussion of the architecture was quite general.
In order to understand the RAS approach better, we implemented a particular instantiation. This prototype is presented
here only as a proof-of-concept; we expect further refinement
as we gain experience. While this instantiation partially answers some questions such as security and scalability, many
topics such as trust, interaction between multiple RSPs and
other aspects of scalability are left for future investigation.

3.1 Forwarding Infrastructure: Path Setup
Based on our earlier discussion (see Section 2.2), implementing an MPLS-like forwarding primitive is straightforward. In
a simple realization, end-hosts would construct the state on
the FI nodes hop by hop. That is, each infrastructure node
would know the next hop for a particular (source, destination,
flow-label) combination. The flow-label here is a flat identifier that represents a flow corresponding to the (source, destination) pair.7 For multicast communication, receivers insert
the paths, which are subject to a challenge-response protocol
to protect themselves from unwanted subscription attacks.
6 Some overlay networks such as Akamai deliver services beside pure
packet delivery. The RAS approach could support such services by directing
traffic to the appropriate service-level nodes. We don’t dwell on
this here,

but the RAS approach is, in this respect, quite similar to that of [27] and
related proposals [4, 28].
7 Source and destination information is not needed if the flow-label is chosen uniquely.

3.3 Routing Service
In response to requests from end-hosts, the RSP returns
application-specific paths between any two nodes in the in4



frastructure.8 For this, the RSP maintains a performance map
of the infrastructure (using either its own external measurements or internal measurements from the FI).
In the case of an infrastructure with no more than a few
hundred nodes, the RSP can maintain the map of the entire
infrastructure at a single server. To handle a large number of
requests, the RSP can simply replicate this server. However,
as the FI becomes larger, a single server can no longer maintain the map of the entire infrastructure.
In our initial realization, we used a simple graph partitioning technique to divide the network graph among multiple sets of replicated RSP nodes spread through the network.
Each RSP node maintains information about the virtual links
between all the nodes that it is responsible for, and a subset
of the virtual links that have one node that it is responsible
for. More precisely, given any two RSP nodes  and  , the
RSP ensures the existence of at least pairs of nodes


and
such that there is a virtual link from to .
Note that in this design, it is possible to compute a path beby contacting no more than
tween any two nodes  and
two RSP nodes, one that is responsible for the domain of  ,
and another responsible for the domain of . A redundancy
factor of is chosen to ensure that there are multiple paths
between two domains.
The quality of the paths computed by the RSP is determined by the partition of the graph. We used METIS [16], a
serial graph partitioning tool, to divide the graph. Initial experimental results (reported in [19]) show that while our partition method works reasonably well in the case of a small
infrastructure, there is room for improvement with large network sizes.

 












4 Related Work
The paper touches upon two particular issues that have separately received substantial attention in the literature. We discuss each of these in turn.
Separating control and data planes. The separation of
data and control planes is a recurring theme in the literature, with the aforementioned RCP [14] being the latest example. RCP proposes having a separate routing control platform that performs the task of route computation on behalf of
IP routers. Earlier examples include the Generalized Switch
Management Protocol (GSMP) [12], in which external switch
controllers establish and maintain paths in an ATM, frame
relay and/or MPLS switches. The IETF ForCES [17] working group proposes separating forwarding and control elements for IP forwarding devices in a small area system. The
Bandwidth Broker [7] is a centralized entity that computes
routes based on QoS requirements for an entire domain. Akamai [8] implements route computation as a separate component, though the details of the patent are not public. Our
proposal merely follows the lead established by these earlier
works, but extends it to the case where the routing and forwarding are handled by different logical entities.
Routing control. There is a long list of proposals that give
end-hosts more control over routing in the network. The Nimrod [9] architecture proposed computation of routes by the
clients of the network, and gave mechanisms for distribution
of network maps. Clark et al. [11] have argued for giving
end-hosts more control over routing as a way of promoting
competition among ISPs. In this context, Yang [30] has proposed a solution that allows both senders and receivers to
choose routes at the AS level. TRIAD [10] has proposed a
name-based routing scheme where end-hosts specify the path
across multiple address space domains. Some of these proposals only discuss mechanisms for host-control over routing and do not address the problem of how hosts gather the
information to intelligently choose those routes. Among the
proposals that address the problem of choice, none focuses
on achieving scalability by sharing network information except Nimrod, which only deals with network topology, and
not finer-grained and more dynamic network measurements.
Several companies such as Sockeye [2] and RouteScience [1] develop products for multi-homed organizations
to pick their last hop ISP. However, these operate only at the
last-hop at a granularity of organizations, not applications.
Platypus [23] is a recent proposal that allows the construction of routes that conforms to a certain set of policies of
the infrastructure. We can leverage ideas in Platypus to ensure that RSPs compute paths conforming to the ISP requirements. However, we defer a detailed study of different policy
enforcement mechanisms (and their tradeoffs) to the future.









to perform well (found better paths than the Internet in
of the cases) by monitoring a small fraction of the network
using the simple graph partitioning technique. See [19] for
more details.

3.4 End-hosts
Our current RSP query interface is simple: end-hosts specify
the start and end points of the route and the metric to optimize. We assume that the end-hosts know of appropriate start
and end FI nodes; discovering the appropriate FI nodes could
be done, but we don’t discuss it here. Designing a flexible
API for end-hosts to query the RSPs is an important challenge. In the future, we plan to leverage the power of a high
level declarative query language as proposed in [20].

3.5 Implementation Status
We have implemented the FI and a distributed RSP that runs
on multiple nodes, each node monitoring a portion of the
infrastructure. In our implementation, we used flow labels
that were
-bits long. We have deployed the initial version
of our implementation over the PlanetLab testbed. Our miGHz machine indicate that
crobenchmarks on a Pentium
the FI can support a high packet forwarding rate ( 
KB
packets/second) and has a small processing overhead for insertion of one hop of a route (of
s). Our initial experiments with a distributed RSP instrumented for the delay metric running over a small FI of
PlanetLab nodes was able



 



 

 

8 A more complex RSP can also determine the entire end-to-end path,
including end-hosts.
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In this paper, we proposed a new routing paradigm: Routing as Service, wherein specialized route computation is performed by third-party entities outside the forwarding infrastructure. This approach allows great flexibility in route customization while remaining reasonably scalable. More generally, it allows customized routing to evolve as needs change
without any change to the infrastructure. The RAS poses several challenges that must be addressed before it can be considered viable, and we have discussed various ways in which
those challenges can be met.
Moreover, we have implemented and deployed a proof-ofconcept prototype of the RAS architecture. We plan to make
this prototype a long-running service on PlanetLab and add
an RSP that can provide some attractive routing functionality (such as that provided by RON). Additionally, we hope
to extend ideas presented in [15] to allow unmodified legacy
applications to use the routing service.
While routing has been our subject here, a more general
issue is at stake: how does one build an evolvable architecture? PlanetLab is one possible model, in which multiple services are deployed over a single multiplexed infrastructure.
Such an approach increases evolvability by lowering the deployment barrier to any particular service. This is a familiar
model: Web hosting services are merely more centralized versions of physical multiplexing.
In contrast, the RAS approach multiplexes at a much
higher-level control plane. Rather than giving access to a virtual machine, the RAS approach calls for the forwarding infrastructure to support a higher-level control interface that
other entities can use. As such, it bears similarity to the Active
Network [29] paradigm, but with a more limited interface. We
have less experience with such extensible control of an infrastructure. It poses not only technical challenges, that we have
tried to explore here, but also economic ones. It may seem
economically unlikely that ISPs will relinquish such control
(over a portion of their bandwidth) to third-parties. Yet, this
may be the only workable control-sharing compromise in the
ongoing tug-of-war between overlays and ISPs.
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